EMDESK

Project and Work Management Solutions.

We will start in a few minutes …

FOCUS ON RESEARCH. DRIVE INNOVATION.

LIVE WEBINAR

EXPERT INSIGHTS
Quick guide to read between the lines of a
Horizon Europe call

 


MAY 27, 2021 14:00 - 15:00 (+30 MIN Q&A)

COVID-19 Information:
We want to do our part to help project managers
and their team to continue collaborating efficiently
during the COVID-19 crisis with 60 days free
period of use and reduced prices by 30%.

TODAY’S SPEAKER

Kimberly ALBEÑO
Client Relationship Specialist at EMDESK
albeno@emdesk.com
Connect on LinkedIn with Kim
twitter.com/emdeskpm

Researchers are crucial in today's
world and I want to do my part to
help them.
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TODAY’S SPEAKER

Sandra UNGEMACH-BENEDITE
Senior Manager @Welcomeurope
Connect on LinkedIn
Follow on Twitter @Welcomeurope
Email: sungemach@welcomeurope.com
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QUICK GUIDE TO READ BETWEEN THE LINES OF A HORIZON EUROPE CALL - EXPERT INSIGHTS

In this webinar Sandra UngemachBenedite, expert at Welcomeurope, will
give you the keys to soundly prepare your
application, gather the right partners and
de ne a solid project.

Learning objectives:
Correctly analyse Horizon Europe Topics, and
make the most of the Portal’s tools
Understand the expectations of a call
Read between the lines of a topic (expected
partners, expected impacts…)
Create a checklist to make sure you tick all
boxes!

This webinar is presented by EMDESK in
cooperation with Welcomeurope.
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What is EMDESK?

EMDESK is a project and work management solution for research
and innovation projects.
It helps large teams across organisations to organise and
collaborate in EU funded projects while keeping maximum control
and transparency.

HIGH DATA SECURITY
(AES256)

FULL PROJECT
LIFE CICLE

DEVELOPED AND
HOSTED IN GERMANY

GDPR COMLIANT

ALL IN ONE
SOLUTION

EU PROJECT
COMPLIANCE (H2020)
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An all-in-one solution for the entire lifecycle of
projects of any scale and complexity with the
exibility to customise to speci c needs.

Plan & Organize
Design and budget
projects of any scale

Execute & Report
Gain control by building
reports that matter

Collaborate &
Communicate
Increase productivity
with efficient
communication

Control & Analyse
Take control with
power analytics

Write & Review
Create documents and
collaborate real-time

Seite
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Focus on what you do best - research and innovation
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Focus on what you do best - research and innovation

EMDESK - From planning, controlling, reporting, and
collaboration. One stop solution you need to work more
e ciently with others in real-time.
Leading project and work management solution for
H2020 projects

20000+
users

3000+
projects

Our customers report an increase in e ciency of more
than 30%
Trusted by 20.000+ users in 3.000+ projects worldwide
since 2008

Users report an
average e ciency
gain of 30%

from small to billion Euro projects involving 150+
organisations (like EU agships HBP and Graphene)

“Combining a personal service with exibility and solution-oriented
thinking, EMDESK is a highly reliable solution that helps us to manage and
monitor all our project activities e ciently.”

89%
95%
found EMDESK helpful
Of those using EMDESK
in overcoming the
would use it again
challenges they usually face

Dr. Katarina Boustedt
Head of Administration of the EU FET Graphene Flagship at Chalmers University of Technology
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TRUSTED BY EUROPES TOP RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS
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Quick guide to read between the lines of a
Horizon Europe call
- Expert Insights May 27th, 2021 – 2:00 – 3:20 PM

Objectives of the webinar
Correctly analyse a Horizon
Europe’s Topic, and make the
most of the Portal’s tools
Understand the expectations
of a call for proposal
Read between the lines of a
topic (expected partners,
expected impacts…
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Key tips

Stay up to date with lasted topics and work programmes

Be ready : publication of drafts and forthcoming calls online before official opening

Stay up to date with lasted topics and workprogrammes
New structure:
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✓ Introductio
✓ Destinations (Policy narrative /
Expected Impacts
✓ Calls > Topic
✓ Specific conditions
✓ Expected Outcom
✓ Scop
✓ Budget

Make the most of the portal tools and ressources

Click on and read the links :
call, budget overview for the
topic
Identify specificities: deadline
model, deadline, type of
action
As a reminder, the type of action (RIA, IA, CSA, PSP…) will give you :
- The expected activities & Technology Readiness Level
- The cofounding rate
- The partnership requirements

Make the most of the portal tools and ressources
News about the extension of a deadline, opening of the topic…
Full text of the topic
Reminder of eligibility conditions (eligible countries, structures,…) and important
links to documents and guidance (template, reminder of the type of action
definitions, MGA,…)
Link to organizations that have registered as interested to join a consortium or
looking for a partner, specifically for the topic
Link to the submission area (to complete your application Part A, and download
Part B)
Very relevant area where most of your questions will find an answer, and more !
(can be used as a checklist)
Interesting context elements, to position your projet

Keys to read between the lines of a topic

Make sure you identify…
1. Key words that will help you understand the expectactions of the call
“Many complex disorders pose a challenge to identify the most effective therapeutic interventions because current
therapies often target specific aspects of a disease. A promising therapeutic approach to meet this challenge is to
combine different therapies, while increasing therapeutic efficacy in a cost-effective manner. Projects should have access
to standardized biobank samples derived from retrospective or currently running clinical studies. These predictions should
be validated taking into account sex and gender differences.”
The most effective : Better alternative in terms of ethics, availability, animal use (plan KPIs on efficacy)
Cost-effective manner: Include a cost-effectiveness analysis in the workplan, study novel translation and business
opportunities >> Include industrial partners
Should have access : Include partner(s) that will allow this access, e.g. here Clinical European centres and biobanks
Taking into account sex and gender differences: All data should be sex- and gender-disaggregated, attention should
be paid to critical social factors intersecting with sex/gender (age, social origin, ethnicity/migration…). Add relevant
partners for data analysis + get information: http://igar-tool.gender-net.eu/ or Gendered Innovation Project

Make sure you identify…
2. Key words that you will copy-paste in your summary and full application
“Many complex disorders pose a challenge to identify the most effective therapeutic interventions because current
therapies often target specific aspects of a disease. A promising therapeutic approach to meet this challenge is to
combine different therapies, while increasing therapeutic efficacy in a cost-effective manner. Projects should have access
to standardized biobank samples derived from retrospective or currently running clinical studies.”

3. Useful acronyms and what they imply, as well as footnotes (publications, websites…) which can provide
further guidance
“To ensure complementarity of outcomes, alignment with EOSC policies, and a synergetic development of different
thematic areas within EOSC.”

>> Note that a requirement from the call shall not be an objective !

Make sure you identify…
4. Hints on the collaborative dimension
“Cooperation with one of the large European trial networks projects is expected and applicants are encouraged to
describe their plans for such collaboration in the proposal”
“SME participation is encouraged”
“Projects should be representative of …”

>> Your project is part of an existing ecosystem: projects, networks…, you need to know how they are
currently addressing the related issues and identify how your project will complement existing services or
solutions, to better address them in the future.
>> Collaboration specified in a topic are requirements = all the other projects will integrate them) : how do
you go further ?

Make sure you identify…
>> Involve other stakeholders than partners (in a Forum, Expert Committee, Quality and Innovation
Group…)
>> Involve partners that are not from the academic and scientific worlds in the construction of the project
and in the implementation / dissemination activities
>> Involve all representatives from the value chain

Think of the quadruple Helix : Government – Industry – Academia - Civil Society
•

Why is it relevant (better understand the issues, ensure wider use, eliminate the barriers between scientist, decisionmaker and citizen, co-learning ...) ?

•

Who are they (in the consortium, as a member of an Advisory Board ...)?

•

What were or will be the modalities (workshops, telephone exchanges, questionnaires, events ...)?

•

How is the knowledge of stakeholders used ...?

Look for …
1. The scientific gaps and expected impacts & outcomes
In the call :
Destinations will explain the Policy narrative and Expected Impacts => link them to the rationale & the general

objectives of your project + find links with other priorities from the same destination
Take into account the portfolio’s approach (Missions and EIC Pathfinder)

In the topic :
✓ Specific conditions
✓ Expected Outcome & Impacts => Link them to the specific objectives of your project
✓ Scope

>> Outcomes and impacts specified in the call and the topic are requirements, that all other projects will
tackle: how do you go further ?

Look for …

Horizon
Europe
Scientific
Impact
Pathways

Look for …
2. The expected budget per project (and expected number of projects to be funded)
« The Commission considers that proposals requesting a contribution from the EU of between EUR 7 and 10
million would allow these specific challenges to be addressed appropriately

=

= 8 to 10 projects expected to be funded
>> Who are your competitors ?
>> Who should you partner with to be
competitive ?

3. The TRL

”


Either in the topic text (the EC defines the starting point and where they will be at the end of the project)
Or through the type of action (RIA : TRL 2-4; IA: TRL 5-7; EIC Accelerator: TRL >6 …)

Look for …
2. The cross-cutting issues
• International cooperation
• Social Sciences & Humanities
• Open access & Data management
• Climate action & Sustainable development (SDGs)
• Ethics
• Gender
• SMEs
• EOSC…

When identified in a topic, they must be
tackled in the project (partners, tasks,
deliverables, external commitees…)

Key tips

Key tips
Read the text and take the time to analyse it
Work on a matching table to identify where there might be missing elements
Use FAQ to draft a checklist
Contact NCPs
Have a look at previous projects funded by similar calls (CORDIS)
During and after the project > use of tools : Impact Award, Innovation Radar,…

Questions ?

Welcomeurope
More than 18 years of experience in obtaining European Grant

Q&A SESSION
PLEASE USE THE Q&A PANEL TO SUBMIT YOUR QUESTIONS.

BE THE FIRST TO LEARN ABOUT
OUR NEXT EXPERT SESSIONS, OUR
EXPERT ARTICLES, NEWS ON EU
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
linkedin.com/company/emdesk
twitter.com/emdeskpm

REGISTER FOR

EMDESK ACADEMY
Free webinars, articles and whitepapers from experts with
insights and in-depth knowledge on various aspects of EU
funded Project Management, H2020, and Horizon Europe
throughout the year.

emdesk.com/academy

REGISTER ON OUR PRODUCT DEMO PAGE
WWW.EMDESK.COM/PRODUCT/DEMO

WEBINAR: LIVE DEMO SESSION A FULL WALKTHROUGH OF EMDESK
REGISTER FOR OUR UPCOMING WEBINAR
JUNE 2ND, 2021 @ 11:00 (CEST)

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION
The webinar recording and slides are published in the EMDESK Academy.

CONTACT US.
WE ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU.
General Requests - contact@emdesk.com
Technical Support - support@emdesk.com

 


Visit www.emdesk.com for further information

COVID-19 Information:
We want to do our part to help project
managers and their team to continue
collaborating efficiently during the COVID-19
crisis with 60 days free period of use and
reduced prices by 30%.

